XANES study of the carboxylate binding mode in two pterin hydroxylases.
The 2-His-1-carboxylate triad is an Fe(II)-binding motif common to several enzyme families. Within the catalytic cycle, the metal ion seems to alter between hexa- and pentacoordination, providing an open space in the Fe moiety for dioxygen binding. Anyhow, based on crystallographic studies, the picture is not fully consistent as different coordination numbers are reported for similar states. Moreover, the orientation of the metal-coordinating carboxylate varies in these studies. These differences are reflected in the XANES spectra analyzed in this paper. For isolated tyrosine and phenylalanine hydroxylase, the different active-site structures postulated by protein crystallography and further improved using spectroscopic data result in calculated XANES pattern that resemble very well the experiments. This work shows that structural differences in the non-coordinated oxygen of the carboxylate have no effect in the EXAFS but cause a change in the white-line intensity that can be successfully modeled within the muffin-tin approximation in small clusters. Thus, the study shows a way to analyze the 'carboxylate shift'. This highlights the potential of XANES analysis and clearly shows that the mentioned structural differences are present in solution as well, and does neither reflect the crystallization artifacts nor result from radiation damage or lacking resolution.